Wednesday 20 June 2018

EUROPEAN UNION (WITHDRAWAL) BILL

COMMONS CONSIDERATION OF LORDS MESSAGE

Grouping by Member of charge of Bill, Secretary David Davis, and provisional selection of Amendments by Mr Speaker

Meaningful vote; enhanced protection of certain areas of EU law; refugee family unity; sifting committee

Govt Motion to agree 19C to 19E and 19G to 19L and to agree 19P with amendments
+ manuscript (b) [Grieve] and (a) [Brake]
+ Govt Motion to agree 4B to 4E
+ Govt Motion to agree 24C
+ Govt Motion to agree 110B to 110J

One and a half hours after the commencement of proceedings on the Lords Message

(if the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill: Programme (No. 4) Motion is agreed to)

20 June 2018

By Order of Mr Speaker

Notes:

Lords Amendment numbers refer to the Lords Amendments published as Bill 229.

#EUWithdrawalBill